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INTRODUCTION

Of all the dramatic images to emerge in the hours and days following the September 11 attacks, one of
the most haunting was a frame from a surveillance-camera video capturing the face of suspected
hijacker Mohamed Atta as he passed through an airport metal detector in Portland, ME. Even more
chilling to many security experts is the fact that, had the right technology been in place, an image like
that might have helped avert the attacks. According to experts, face recognition technology that’s
already commercially available could have instantly checked the image against photos of suspected
terrorists on file with the FBI and other authorities. If a match had been made, the system could have
1
sounded the alarm before the suspect boarded his flight.

The idea that computerized face recognition might have helped avert the al-Qaeda terrorist attacks was perhaps
the most ambitious claim circulating about biometric identification technologies in the aftermath of September
11. Along with the enormous flood of imagery of the day, relayed in the news media were the out-of-focus
surveillance-camera images of two of the alleged attackers. The recorded video image from the airport in
Portland, Maine that appears to show Mohammad Atta and Abdulaziz Alomari passing through airport security
is a familiar part of 9/11 iconography. And it is virtually impossible to reference this image without also
invoking the claim that facial recognition technology could have identified the men in the image as wanted
terrorist suspects. Already existing commercially available technology, according to this regretful yet strangely
hopeful assertion, “could have instantly checked the image against photos of suspected terrorists.” Technologies
that use digital readings of the face to identify individuals could have saved the United States from the worst
terrorist attack in its history.
The precise origin of the claim is hard to identify; it seemed to spring forth simultaneously from multiple
sources. If it first came from a biometrics industry representative, such as oft-quoted Visionics Chief Eecutive
2
Officer Joseph Atick, it was quickly embraced and repeated by other public voices who felt sure it was true.
This hopeful, regretful possibility was the basis for hearings held on Capitol Hill following September 11. On
November 14, 2001, the Technology, Terrorism and Government Information Subcommittee of the Senate
Judiciary Committee held a hearing on “Biometric Identifiers and the Modern Face of Terror: New
Technologies in the Global War on Terrorism.” In her opening remarks, Senator Dianne Feinstein (DemocratCalifornia) asked, “How could a large group of coordinated terrorists operate for more than a year in the United
States without being detected, and then get on four different airliners in a single morning without being
stopped?” The answer, she noted, “is that we could not identify them.” Voicing again the assertion that had
become part of the repertoire of public responses to the 9/11 events, she asserted, “In the case of at least two of
the hijackers authorities had pictures of them as suspects prior to the attack, and airport cameras actually
photographed them. But because these cameras didn’t use facial biometric systems, security was not alerted and
the hijackers remained free to carry out their bloody plans.”
The idea that the events of 9/11 could have been prevented with the sophisticated technological products of
modernity is laden with what Pat Gill has called “technostalgia”—the desire to revise the past to re-determine
3
the present, while at the same time admitting the impossibility of this endeavor. The claim might be said to
embody a collective psychological need to believe that the nation was not as vulnerable as it appeared, that our
technological sophistication remains unscathed and in fact would have stopped the men had it been in place.
This technostalgic longing to revise the past provides a paradoxical sort of origin myth for facial recognition
technology. In the post-9/11 context, the technology emerges as an already existing, reliable and hi-tech
solution to the newest, most pressing problem facing the nation. This move effectively erases the history of
these technologies, even as it inserts them fully formed into the past. What is effectively erased is the fact that
well before 9/11, a whole set of social actors were engaged in ongoing struggles and negotiations over the
development and deployment of this technology. While it was not already fully formed and ready to identify the
nation’s post-cold war enemy Other, it was already “embedded in and shaped by a rich web of cultural practices
4
and ideas.”
This paper will begin to explore this rich web of cultural practices and ideas, examining facial recognition
5
technology in the pre-9/11 world. Following Raymond Williams and other scholars studying the historical
1
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emergence of media technologies, my aim here is to restore intention to the process of research and
6
development of facial recognition technology. This effort requires rescuing it from post-9/11 technostalgic
narratives and recapturing some of its history. I discuss late nineteenth-century ancestors to biometrics, early
research on machine recognition of faces in the 1960s, and the growing state and private interest in the
technology during the 1990s. The early emergence of face recognition as part of the state surveillance apparatus
and as marketed, commercially available products takes place in the post-Soviet/post-cold war decade of the
1990s. Its arrival on the scene happens alongside and in relation to the spread of the Internet and computer
networking, neoliberal economic policies like the North Atlantic Free Trade Agreement and the 1996
Telecomm Act, and the enormously publicized public-private competition to map the human genome, creating a
universal digital representation of human essence. Biometrics embody a digital mode of representing the body,
and techniques of digitalization are enlisted to lay a particular claim to truth about the relationship between the
7
body and identity. The aim is to automate the process of connecting bodies to identities, and in some cases, to
distribute that identified body across computer networks for specific purposes; namely, to control
access—access to the benefits of citizenship, to the national territory, to information, to computer networks
themselves, to transportation systems, and to specific spaces of consumption and safety. Facial recognition and
biometrics must be located firmly within their historical and cultural context of emergence, with particular
attention to the ways these technologies are being enlisted both symbolically and programmatically in the effort
to reproduce and redefine the nation-state (namely the United States) and its considerable authority in the post8
cold war, post-9/11 period.

PART ONE
Late Nineteenth-Century Bodily Identification Systems
In order to understand how and why computerized facial recognition has become both a possibility and
perceived necessity, it helps to consider the problem of identification in historical perspective. In The Origins of
Totalitarianism, Hanna Arendt argued that the claim to authority for determining who belongs and who does
9
not is a central component of sovereignty. The identification of subjects residing within or attempting to enter
state territories has been a particular preoccupation of modern states. Since their emergence out of traditional
societies, modern states have necessarily invested considerable effort in defining their membership—those
individuals who are entitled to state benefits and protections and subject to state controls. The rise of a culture
of identification, in which individuals are assigned official identities and routinely asked to verify those
identities in social and economic exchanges, corresponds to the expansion of the modern state. Identifying
citizens and distinguishing them from non-citizens emerged as an essential function of the modern state, one
that required the construction of “state memory” as a complex of archives, records, documents, administrative
10
procedures and human agents.
The state and other institutions have faced and consistently attempted to address a complex of problems in
their ongoing efforts to construct systems for accurately and reliably identifying individual constituents at key
points of contact. One enduring problem has been that of articulating identity to the body in a consistent and
reliable way. The seemingly natural connection between the body and identity of the person reveals itself to be
in perpetual slippage, a never-ending mirror stage of development where identity never precisely occupies the
body or vice versa. The hybridity of both identity and the body, and their instability over time, make their
accurate, reliable articulation that much more difficult, even with the most cooperative subjects and the most
precise renderings or descriptions of identity. Technologies, such as identification documents, have been
designed to facilitate identification by binding identity to the body, often by incorporating other technologies,
such as photographs and signatures, and through practices associated with law, for example, the legal
11
requirement to carry passports for international travel. However, documents have always been insufficient to
the task, incapable of definitively and reliably assigning identities to specific bodies. Jane Caplan explains a
similar problem in terms of the mediated nature of “self-sameness,” referring to “the tension between ‘identity’
as the self-same, in an individualizing, subjective sense, and ‘identity’ as sameness with another, in a
12
classifying, objective sense. According to Caplan, the identification document functions as
the portable token of an originary act of bureaucratic recognition of the “authentic object”—an
“accurate description” of the bearer recognized and signed by an accredited official, and available for
repeated acts of probative ratification. The experience of self-sameness is thus never unmediated,
either subjectively or objectively; it operates through a system of signs and recognitions that intrudes
13
alterity into the heart of identity. This is the critical tension at the heart of a culture of identification.
Biometrics represent the latest attempt to solve this eternal, ultimately unsolvable problem: the inescapable
mediation of identity.
A second problem—and one that has been clearly and consistently targeted in the effort to improve and
perfect identification systems—has been the fallibility of the human agents or workers operating within
identification systems, both in terms of their cultural prejudices and lack of objectivity, as well as their inability
to manage the amount of information required to individuate bodies and identities. Human agents of
identification, such as police and immigration officers, necessarily draw on their own subjective perceptions and
preconceived notions about individual types to identify or verify identities, a process seen as fraught with error
and inefficiency. The proposed solutions to this so-called problem of human fallibility have frequently involved
delegation of responsibility for identification to technologies, including letters, printed documents, bodily
measurements, photographic portraiture, archival systems, and administrative procedures—a leap of faith based
on the problematic assumption that technologies are neutral and separable from the messiness of human social
agents. Each successive technology of identification is constructed as more scientific, and hence more neutral,
than those that preceded it.
A third enduring problem has been the enormity of the archival and administrative effort necessary to
achieve universal identification, especially given the hybridity of populations and their perpetually changing
3
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compositions. The task of identifying each individual consistently and reliably across time and space has been a
difficult one even with the most static of populations, and as subject populations grow in size they inevitably
complicate systems of identification such that controlling individual identities becomes an enormous
bureaucratic challenge for even the most organized and informationalized apparatus.
Biometrics are not the first technical effort to connect bodies to identities. Several key nineteenth-century
developments in identification systems evidence a perceived need to use the body itself as a marker of identity
at this time of modern state expansion. These included the application of photography for identification
purposes, the relatively short-lived and sporadically applied method of anthropometry, and the much more
successful and enduring scientific method of dactyloscopy, or fingerprinting. While these efforts to devise
identification systems were motivated by the problem of identifying criminals and criminal recidivists, the
imperative to identify criminals, and the systems elaborated to do so, overlapped with systematic state efforts to
identify and distinguish between citizens and non-citizens. In the United States as elsewhere, fear of criminals
and fear of foreigners blended into one another, particularly as “nativists” stereotyped immigrants as inherently
14
criminal. According to Caplan and Torpey, “Police practices in the [late nineteenth and early twentieth
centuries] asserted a more specialized domain of authority over criminal identification and detection, which
became a crucial site for further identificatory and supervisory developments that were then reappropriated into
15
universal systems of civil identification. This is not to say that identification systems were deployed
universally for the identification of all citizens; while such projects were certainly conceived, such a massive
undertaking likely would have exceeded the administrative capacities (and interests) of the state. Still, systems
devised for criminal identification, including photography, anthropometry, and dactyloscopy, were employed in
various contexts for identifying entrants to state territory; they lent themselves to targeted procedures for the
identification outside the realm of criminal identification, strictly defined.
Photographic portraiture was enlisted to address the identification imperative from its very inception, and
this use of the photographic medium shaped both its development and cultural significance. Photographic
portraiture carried with it utopian visions about the possibilities of its realist representational capacity. Its
emergence coincided and interacted with the growing professionalization of policing and the introduction of
“expert” sciences into the work of law enforcement. Authorities clearly saw it as a potential solution to the
problem of binding identities to bodies and compensating for the fallibility of human agents of identification
systems. The value of photographs for the purposes of identification was realized very early by the British
16
police, who began employing photographers for such purposes in the 1840s. Although “the photograph’s
status as evidence and record (like its status as Art) had to be produced and negotiated,” the leap of realism (not
17
to mention speed) that it achieved over artists’ portraits surely was difficult to contest. It was a medium
uniquely suited to truth-production. According to John Tagg, photography’s power to evoke truth resulted not
only from the privilege that industrial societies attached to mechanical means, but also from the way that a new
and more penetrating form of the state mobilized it as part of a complex of emerging state apparatuses. The
emerging disciplinary institutions incorporated photography as part of sophisticated new surveillance
techniques that generated a new kind of detailed and productive knowledge about the subjects being observed.
Tagg inserts photography into the Foucauldian historical analysis of discipline and outlines the “striking
rendezvous” that occurred between the growth of photographic records and the growth of the state, especially
18
the formalized police apparatus. The disciplinary method relied on both the individual portrait of the
criminal—the body made object—and the accumulated images organized into filing systems. Individuation
involved not only the “turning of real lives into writing,” as Foucault elaborated, but also into images that could
be meticulously examined one-by-one, and accumulated into filing systems, amounting to a new representation
19
of society. Still, though it represented a promising new technique of identification and continues to serve as a
constitutive component of identification systems, photography alone had limitations in terms of its capacity to
definitively connect bodies to identities and to compensate for the inadequacies of human perception. It created
new administrative and archival problems, necessitating new procedures, areas of expertise, and bodily
classification schemes.
Anthropometry represents a particularly noteworthy precursor to biometrics because it involved both
standardized bodily measurements and sophisticated archival and retrieval systems. As examined extensively by
scholars like Alan Sekula, Martine Kaluszyski, and Anne Joseph, the science and system of anthropometry was
used sporadically by emerging police and state programs for the identification of criminals and other
20
“undesirables.” Developed by Alphonse Bertillon in France in the 1880s, anthropometry involved the
meticulous measurement and description of individual bodies, records that were then stored in archives
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according to a highly organized system that allowed for easy retrieval. According to Sekula, the central artifact
of Bertillon’s system was not the camera but the filing cabinet, a “bureaucratic-clerical-statistical system of
21
‘intelligence.’” Bertillon’s anthropometry involved not just measuring and documenting faces and bodies, but
also classifying those measurements and documents according to an intricate scheme that allowed for more
efficient retrieval, a necessity for effective identification and a precursor to the computerized and networked
database. The archive promised to provide “a standard physiognomic gauge of the criminal” and to “assign each
22
criminal body a relative and quantitative position with a larger ensemble.” There was a considerable effort on
the part of its proponents to invest anthropometry with legitimacy, and to position it as a credible, scientific
solution to criminal recidivism and other problems of identification—problems that the expanding modern state
was beginning to address in systematic ways. Though short-lived and only sporadically applied, Bertillon’s was
the first rigorous system for archiving and retrieving identity, projects that became central to the state’s
23
administrative apparatus.
Other innovative actors conceptualized systems for coding and distributing the identified body across
existing information networks in order to extend the state’s authority to define its citizens and territorial control.
Matt Matsuda describes two systems developed by early twentieth-century doctors in France for transforming
24
bodies into coded numerical references and circulating those references as a system of signals via telegraph.
Dr. A. Motet’s method involved “attributing to each individual physical feature…a classifying number based on
the recognized elements most characteristic of their physical person, and inscribed in some ways upon their
25
organ.” Anthropometric measurements, physical descriptions, and photographic portraiture would be
translated into reference codes for easy distribution across telegraph networks for the purposes of identifying
vagabonds and other problematic identities. While such a system was never fully institutionalized, it was clearly
conceptualized well before computerization, digitization, and electronic information networks provided new
possibilities and new areas of need for storing and distributing representational forms of bodies and their
corresponding identities. Computerized forms of bodily identification are in many ways consistent with these
earlier state efforts, and similarly tied to cultural preoccupations with constructing the limits and possibilities of
the nation-state.

5

PART TWO
Early Research on Machine Recognition of Faces
Biometrics are the newest innovation in identification systems. Today, there are a variety of commercially
available technologies that are designed to read the body as a marker of identity: facial recognition as well as
digital fingerprinting, hand geometry, voice recognition, and iris and retina scanning. Other automated systems
for identifying humans that have not hit the market include gait and smell-based technologies. DNA typing is
used in criminal identification, and the Federal Bureau of Investigation has developed the Combined DNA
Index System (CODIS) for networking local DNA databanks on a national scale, but a DNA profile still takes
several weeks to generate, so DNA biometrics cannot be applied as yet for “real-time” identification. To say
that biometrics “read the body as a marker of identity” is itself a way of placing these technologies in a black
box, summing up how they work in oversimplified, metaphoric terms. Like other forms of biometrics,
automated facial recognition enlists many technologies and processes, including photography and video,
computer algorithms and digitalization, feature extraction, image compression, computer matching, and
electronic data storage. Teaching the computer how to “see” a face has been no simple accomplishment. As two
prominent Massachusetts Institute for Technology (MIT) facial recognition researchers noted in the early
nineties, “developing a computational model of face recognition is quite difficult, because faces are complex,
26
multidimensional, and meaningful visual stimuli.” Automated facial recognition has involved research in a
number of scientific areas, including computer vision, image processing and analysis, pattern recognition, and
27
statistics.
Some of the earliest research on machine recognition of faces can be traced back to the 1960s at a company
called Panoramic Research, Inc. in Palo Alto, California, one of many companies springing up in California at
the time to conduct research in what was later termed artificial intelligence. The work at Panoramic Research
was funded largely by the US Department of Defense and various intelligence agencies, and thus was
28
unavoidably entrenched in the US fight for cold war technological dominance. Research on machine
recognition of faces was conducted by a man named Woodrow Wilson “Woody” Bledsoe, one of the cofounders of Panoramic Research. Bledsoe is now widely recognized as one of the early researchers of artificial
intelligence and a pioneer in the field of automated reasoning. A member of the Army Core of Engineers during
World War II and a devout Mormon, he was a firm believer in incremental scientific advances as opposed to
29
major leaps or paradigm shifts. The technique Bledsoe developed was dubbed “man-machine facial
recognition.” Drawing on his earlier work on computer recognition of letters, it involved manually entering into
a computer the positions of facial feature points in an image, a process known as “feature extraction.” A human
operator would use a “rand tablet” to extract the coordinates of features such as the corners of the eyes and
30
mouth, the top of the nose, and the hairline or point of a widows peak. The name of the person in an image
was stored in a database along with facial coordinates, and records were classified based on those
measurements. The computer was then prompted to identify the name of the closest test image, given a set of
distances between facial feature points. Bledsoe was apparently very proud of this painstaking research on
machine recognition of faces; however, very little of it was published because the funding was provided by an
31
unnamed intelligence agency that did not allow much publicity. In 1966, Bledsoe left Panoramic Research to
return to academia as a Professor of Mathematics at University of Texas-Austin. His work on machine
recognition of faces was continued at Stanford Research Institute.
The earliest work to successfully program a computer to confirm the existence or absence of a face in an
image, without human operator intervention, was published in Pattern Recognition in 1969 by Sakai, Nagao,
32
and Fujibayashi. Then in 1970, M. D. Kelly produced a landmark dissertation project on face recognition at
Stanford. His technique enabled the computer to automatically extract the head and body outlines from an
image and then locate the eyes, nose, and mouth, using three images of each individual: an image of the body,
33
an image of the background without the body, and a close-up image of the head. In 1973, Takeo Kanade’s
dissertation research at Kyoto University in Japan reported the same results using only a photograph of the face
and a new “flexible picture analysis scheme” that consisted of a collection of simple “subroutines,” each of
which worked on a specific part of the picture. Kanade’s project correctly identified fifteen out of twenty
34
people. The effort to automate the process of human face recognition was underway by the 1970s, but it
clearly had far to go before machines could achieve the same capacity as human beings for recognizing faces
7
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and connecting them to names. The personal computer itself had yet to become a staple in middle class
American homes when researchers were envisioning and working on the automated identification of people by
machines. The computer would need the capacity to see, and especially to see and discern individual human
beings, if it could ever achieve “intelligent” status.
Intelligent Machines and Machine-Like Intelligence
The effort to build intelligent machines and facilitate human-machine intelligent interaction has been a
motivating force for scientists developing algorithms and other techniques for automated facial recognition.
Along the way, scientists studying face recognition began to recognize and consistently comment on the
remarkable capacity that humans have for recognizing faces. The effort to program computers to identify human
faces led to an increased awareness of the complexity of the process, so that an admiration of the human
capacity for face recognition and a desire to simulate it in computerized form came to inspire and inform the
research. In a special issue of the Journal of Cognitive Neuroscience devoted to both human and machine
recognition of faces, two scientists at MIT’s Media Lab noted,
The human ability to recognize faces is remarkable. We can recognize thousands of faces learned
throughout our lifetime and identify similar faces at a glance even after years of separation. This skill
is quite robust, despite large changes in the visual stimulus due to viewing conditions, expression,
35
aging, and distractions such as glasses or hairstyle or facial hair.
Not only were computer scientists taken with humans’ robust face perception skills, they also displayed an
apparent interest in using computational models to explain or better understand how the human brain performs
this complex operation. In the same journal issue, a scientist at Harvard University’s Division of Applied
Science expressed his hope “that current attempts to build computer vision face recognition systems will shed
36
light on how humans perform this task and the difficulties they overcome.”
In feedback loop fashion, the study of human face perception in cognitive science influenced research in
machine face recognition, and computational models of face recognition were used to devise theories to explain
how humans perceived and recognized faces. As Haugeland has noted, the term cognitive science does not refer
to every theory of cognition, “but only to those sharing a certain broad outlook—which is sometimes called the
37
‘information processing’ or ‘symbol manipulation’ approach.” Artificial intelligence is, in a sense, the
38
“distilled essence of cognitive science.” The cognitive sciences emerged in the United States in the 1940s
along with cybernetics and information theory, and further developed in the latter half of the 1950s, as scientists
conceptualized the notion of artificial intelligence and interpreted the workings of the brain as a data processing
39
system. If technical articles on automated facial recognition are any indication, the emergence of this
technology must be understood in relation to the interplay of ideas between the fields of cognitive science and
artificial intelligence.
While researchers studying machine recognition of faces have generally understood that it would be
impossible to develop technology that mimics the way the human brain recognizes faces, they nevertheless have
looked to research in the fields of psychophysics and neuroscience for guidance in solving, or at least thinking
about, difficult technical problems. Relevant research in these fields has included work examining whether face
recognition is a dedicated process, whether face perception is the result of holistic or feature analysis, and the
relative importance of various facial features for human recognition of faces. The use of both global and local
features for representing and recognizing faces in certain automated recognition systems has drawn on research
suggesting that the human brain operates in such a way when it analyzes a face. Other questions that are
considered relevant to development of automated recognition concern how children recognize faces, what role
facial expressions play in recognition, the role of race and gender, and our ability to recognize faces in images
40
of varying quality. In addition, automated facial recognition has been partly guided by research in
neuropsychology, suggesting that the brain processes identities and expressions using functionally distinct
neurological pathways, and that the relative lightness and darkness of areas of the face play a role in our
41
assessment of human face representations.

PART THREE
Intensified Research Interest and Commercialization in the 1990s
Research on facial recognition and other computerized forms of bodily identification continued throughout the
1970s and ’80s at Bell Labs and at Stanford and other major research universities, but it was the 1990s that saw
a veritable explosion of research interest, along with commercialization and the integration of prototypes into
42
existing real-world identification systems. Researchers made advances in efforts at programming computers to
locate a face in an image, to segment the face from background clutter, and to extract facial features. Increasing
amounts of computing power facilitated faster techniques and accommodated larger, higher quality images, in
greater quantities. Computerization and the spread of information networks provided both the possibility and
the areas of need for new identification technologies. Documents like passports and driver’s licenses, which had
always had their shortcomings, were seen as increasingly inadequate to the task of identification across
networks. The banking, credit card, and telecommunications industries were among those social actors
expressing an interest in technologies that could give them greater control over transactions and information
networks. In addition, employers of all sorts saw the need to monitor and control their employees’ access to
both computer networks and to the physical space of the workplace.
The transfer of the technology from the lab to real-world applications came along with the development of
the “eigenface” technique at the MIT Media Laboratory, and a technique called local feature analysis (LFA)
43
developed at the Computational Neuroscience Lab at Rockefeller University. These techniques refer to the
actual process of digitizing the face and matching it against another image or set of images: the recognition
process. The recognition process actually follows techniques of face detection, or finding a face in an image,
and segmentation, or extracting a face from the background, themselves challenging problems in the field of
computer vision. After a face is located as an image and segmented from the background, an algorithm or set of
computer instructions translates the extracted face image into a digital code or template that is then searched
against a database of images (one-to-many matching), or matched against an image or template that have been
stored on a machine-readable identification document (one-to-one matching).
A heavily cited article on the eigenface technique was published by MIT researchers Matthew Turk and
44
Alex Pentland in 1991 in the Journal of Cognitive Neuroscience. As the authors explain, the eigenface
technique (from the German prefix eigen, which means “own” or “individual”) relies on composite grayscale
facial representations derived from a database of images. The eigenface technique automatically reconstructs
new faces by combining features from the composites. As MIT scientists describe the process:
The scheme is based on an information theory approach that decomposes face images into a small set
of characteristic feature images called “eigenfaces,” which may be thought of as the principal
components of the initial training set of face images. Recognition is performed by projecting a new
image into the subspace spanned by the eigenfaces (“face space”) and then classifying the face by
45
comparing its position in face space with the positions of known individuals.
Automated face recognition here occurs in the virtual world of “face space,” where face images are
“decomposed” to reveal their informational essence, classified and compared in a digital form to produce
matches that can then be interpreted by human operators. Eigenfaces are ghostly looking face images that
researchers describe as the most efficient way to encode the face, bearing an uncanny resemblance to the
criminal composites of the famous nineteenth-century eugenicist Frances Galton. Image features used in the
eigenface technique need not correspond to our intuitive notions of facial features, the MIT researchers explain,
but the process does ostensibly resemble human face perception in that recognition occurs quickly using a
representation of the whole face. In addition, “relatively small changes cause the recognition to degrade
gracefully” while abrupt changes in facial appearance cause recognition to fail, as occurs with humans.
According to Turk and Pentland, the eigenface technique is not an “elegant” but a “practical” solution to the
46
problem of computer face recognition.
A second technique, local feature analysis, extracts features of the face from an image, classifies them
individually, and creates a template based on the sizes of facial geographic patterns and the distances between
them.

9
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The Identity of Facial Recognition Technology
By the mid 1990s, a number of researchers studying facial recognition had remade themselves as entrepreneurs,
hoping to ride the information technology (IT) economic boom. They formed new companies, dedicated to
marketing facial recognition products. Visionics Corporation, Viisage Technology, and Miros Inc. emerged as
the most promising, attracting modest venture capital as well as grants from federal government agencies.
Intense competition among new facial recognition vendors took the form of inflated claims about the
capabilities of the products, as well as consistent boasting about the superb scientific credentials of company
representatives. Visionics Corporation was formed by three researchers from the Computational Neuroscience
Lab at Rockefeller University. The head of the lab, a man named Atick, became CEO of the company. Atick
was a bit of an overachiever, writing a 600-page physics textbook at age fifteen and earning a Ph.D. in
mathematical physics from Stanford after having been accepted into graduate school there as a sixteen-year47
old. He became interested in how the brain processes visual information, how to apply those theories to
computer algorithms, and how to transform that science into marketable technologies. Atick and his colleagues
developed their facial recognition product using the LFA technique, which they also developed. They named
their product “FaceIt®” and spun it as an “Enabling Technology with Mass Appeal.”
In the names given to the technology and the slogans used to sell it, one can begin to discern the
construction of a cultural identity for automated facial recognition. The name “FaceIt,” for example (always
accompanied in print by the trademark symbol “®”), has circulated in news reporting and other public discourse
as an identifying term for the Visionics facial recognition product; though it is not quite a household word, it is
one of the more prominent product names associated with the technology. A loaded signifier and curious
identifier for the technology, the term “FaceIt” begs consideration of its cultural signification. Reading “It” as
an acronym, “FaceIt” can be interpreted in rather straightforward terms as a variation of “Face IT,” short for
“face information technology” or “face identification technology.” Read as an immediate address, “FaceIt”
suggests that subjects should literally face the technology, or face the camera, so that their bodies can be
identified. On a connotative level, the phrase “face it” signifies a demand to “face facts” or accept the truth,
which begs the question as to what facts or truth are being asserted. Are we being asked to accept the
technology’s authority to accurately articulate identity to the body? Should we face the inevitability of the
technology’s application by the state and other institutional users, and the potential erosion of civil liberties in
the name of security or convenience? Perhaps “it” is a hopeful reference to a utopian technological future that
should be embraced rather than resisted. Of course, we can never know exactly what facts we should accept,
since the pronoun “it” is without a referent. In this sense it seems to point to or inspire generalized insecurities
and uncertainties about the present or the future, precisely the justifications or necessity for new and improved
surveillance and identification technology. “FaceIt” is the just the sort of meaningless phrase that George
Orwell might have taken to task in “Politics and the English Language,” or incorporated into the fictional
newspeak vocabulary as shorthand for a more complex statement no longer accessible. The obvious Orwellian
underpinnings of “FaceIt” make it a curious and almost consciously ironic choice to identify a facial recognition
technology.
The slogan “Enabling Technology with Mass Appeal” is similarly ironic and without actors, referents, or
subjects. Exactly what does “FaceIt” enable, and to what “mass” does it appeal? The adjective “enabling”
signifies making something possible; that which enables lends agency to something or someone else. Of course,
there is no precise subject being enabled by the technology in this phrase, so it could just as easily mean
enabling the state to track one’s movement, or enabling an organization to monitor their employees’ workday.
The technology ostensibly enables other technologies to function in specific ways; for example, the company
claims that FaceIt® makes “passive” closed-circuit television systems more “active” by automatically scanning
video feeds, extracting faces, converting them into digital templates, and searching them against a “watch list”
database. In this sense, it promises to “enable” more effective use of closed-circuit television (CCTV) systems
and improved practices for state and private security agencies that employ them. The other odd choice of terms
in the sales slogan—“mass appeal”—evokes an image of hordes of people clamoring to use the technology.
Such an image detracts from the idea of individual identification, since a “mass” is the opposite of specific
individuals. It seems to sell the technology more to investors interested in rising stock prices than to potential
institutional users interested in accurately identifying their individual constituents among the masses. Ironically,
“mass appeal” also signifies manipulation and control, leaving an appropriate if unintentional impression.
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The Post-Cold War “Unidentifiable” Enemy
Regardless of the effectiveness of the marketing techniques, clear areas of need for facial recognition came into
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focus in the 1990s for one of the technology’s early adopters: the national security state. A new concept was
fueling research interests and programs: the decidedly post-cold war concept of “asymmetric threats.” This
concept is briefly addressed in a promotional video for the Defense Advanced Research Projects Agency
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(DARPA), the central research and development organization for the US Department of Defense. The video
opens with a montage of images and sounds representing the cold war, the fall of the Berlin Wall, and the new
US security threats of the 1990s. Black and white images of Soviet soldiers marching in file are followed by
color images of Arab men, still photos of individuals, then a video image of a large group of Arab-looking men
moving rhythmically en masse. The montage is accompanied by the following voice-over narration:
During the cold war, the enemy was predictable, identifiable, and consistent. We knew the threats, the targets
were clear. But times change. Today, with the demise of the other superpower, America is in a different
position: a position of vulnerability. When the enemy strikes, it isn’t predictable. It isn’t identifiable. It is
anything but consistent. Times change. We are in a world of “asymmetrics,” and we need transformational
solutions. The asymmetric threat is now a reality of global life. How do we detect it? How do we predict it?
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How do we prevent it?
This opening sequence encapsulates the post-cold war identity crisis of the national security state. The text
invokes a nostalgic longing for the so-called predictability and consistency of the cold war, when the enemy
was ostensibly well defined and identifiable. This nostalgic idea of an identifiable enemy is used to define a
new form of national “vulnerability”—the construction of “America” as “vulnerable” precisely because the
nation cannot identify its enemy, literally or symbolically. The assumption is that the United States is more
vulnerable than ever, that the “asymmetric threats” facing the nation today are even greater than the perpetual
threat of nuclear holocaust during the forty-year cold war. Although it is not difficult to poke holes in this
rhetoric (especially since the United States never did fight a clearly defined and identifiable enemy in any of the
cold war wars), this is truly a vulnerability for the national security state, which in fact must define and identify
an enemy in order to legitimate itself. The notion of “asymmetric threats” becomes a key construction in the
effort to justify and reproduce an imperial-sized national security state. The United States may no longer have
an enemy that can match its military might, according to this message, but it has many small enemies that
represent significant threats, disproportionate to their small size and military resources. These “unidentifiable”
and “unpredictable” enemies are constructed as major risks, a construction given considerable leverage by the
enormity of the violence on 9/11.
However, as the video demonstrates, the state has clearly identified the post-cold war enemy Other. The
first image in the montage is the destroyed Khobar Towers US Military Barracks in Saudi Arabia bombed in
1996 allegedly by Saudi members of Hezbollah (along with plenty of US finger-pointing at Iran). The only
image to appear twice in the first minute of the video, it is a defining image and a defining moment for the
national security state in its effort to reconstruct itself both symbolically and programmatically in the post-cold
war context. When it appears a second time, the image serves as the backdrop to a series of mug shot images of
terrorist suspects. Most of the images represent Arab-looking men, with the exception of one man of ambiguous
race, and the series of mug shots concludes with image of Osama bin Laden, now the archetypal Arab “face of
terror.” (The video was made after 9/11.) Thus the notion of an “unidentifiable” enemy referenced in the
voiceover narration stands out against the visual images of specific, clearly identified and racialized brown
bodies.
The construction of an unidentifiable enemy—which is in fact clearly identified as the racialized Arab
Other—functions to legitimate both the technologies and the reproduction of the national security state in the
post-cold war context. The problem of the unidentifiable enemy also works to dehistoricize and decontextualize
facial recognition technology, reifying it as a so-called hi-tech solution to the problems of security and terrorism
(themselves reified concepts). Further, positioning the technology as national security solution justifies its use
for any means necessary, supporting the application of the technology not only to identify the purported
unidentifiable enemy, but also as part of the ongoing effort to manage and control “the everyday individuality of
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everybody,” a project decidedly central to modern forms of state and disciplinary power.

CONCLUSION

The erasure of the muddy history of facial recognition technology in post-9/11 technostalgic claims has
accommodated the young biometric industry’s rhetoric of scientific neutrality, and their effort to secure the
authority and desirability of their product. The hi-tech, scientific image so critical to the industry’s efforts to sell
their technologies relies in part on the dissociation of the biometrics from the struggles and negotiations
involved in their early development, as well as the ongoing social and technical challenges that they face. These
challenges detract from the image of the technology as scientific and “state-of-the-art,” revealing the extent to
which these new bodily identification systems are enmeshed in the politics and preoccupations of interested
actors. The very notion of “hi-tech” or “state-of-the-art” necessarily involves the reification of that which is
labeled hi-tech; a faith or belief in the hi-tech inescapably involves committing the error of mistaking an
abstraction for a material thing.
The emergence of automated facial recognition as a security technology must be understood not only as
part of post-9/11 security hysteria, but also in relation to the profound post-cold war identity crisis of the
national security state. The post-9/11 technostalgic assertions made by Senator Feinstein and others not only
efface the technology’s muddy history and reify automated facial recognition as “hi-tech,” they also frame the
problem of security as one of recognition or identification, the need to accurately and reliably identify the
enemy Other. While this framing enabled the biometrics industry to capitalize on the hyper-paranoia of the
post-9/11 moment, the preoccupation of the national security state with identifying new enemies and problems
to legitimate itself intensified a decade earlier, following the fall of the Berlin Wall and the break up of the
Soviet Union. A 1991 political cartoon captured well the emerging identity crisis of the post-cold war national
security state. It depicted a bloated Uncle Sam loaded down with ballistic missiles and other accoutrements of
industrial warfare, along with the caption, “All dressed up with no one to fight.” During the 1990s, the state
adapted information technology to the effort of identifying new enemies, a necessary effort to justify the
reproduction of the enormous and enormously expensive cold war security apparatus. The new geopolitical
context would not allow for the identification of one red menace or villainous nation-state, only many smaller
villains that were ostensibly more difficult to locate, define, and identify. New bodily identification
technologies would lend themselves to the effort to identify the post-cold war enemy other, or more
paradoxically, these technologies would justify themselves with reference to allegedly unidentifiable
“asymmetric threats.” Part of the process of identifying a new enemy in a decade of computerization,
digitalization, and proliferating information networks involved making that enemy newly identifiable through
informationalized means, while in fact identifying specific (types of) individuals as threats based in part on
rhetorical allusions to their unidentifiability.
As David Lyon has argued, the “deeper shifts” toward intensified surveillance practices were already in
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process before 9/11; the attacks “served simply to accelerate their arrival in a more public way.” The national
security state did envision integrating biometrics into terrorist identification systems before September 11,
2001, and the industry marketed the technology partly in terms of this potential application. This line of
marketing allowed the industry to immediately position the technologies as a solution to the problem of
terrorism in the days following the attacks. The notion of security through identification—specifically through
the binding of bodies to identities in a consistent, reliable, “hi-tech” way—was already formulated and ready to
be considered as a logical solution to the new problem of catastrophic foreign terrorism on US soil.
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